Editor’s Notes for Pasodoble para banda militar by Hilarión Eslava
This interesting and rather uncharacteristic piece (for Eslava) is found within Part 4 of his five-part treatise
on Composition (“Escuela de composición”), which deals with the subject of Instrumentation and was
published in 1870. With each successive example piece contained in this treatise, Eslava adds more
instruments and stylistic elements. The expectation is that students will analyze them and use them as
templates to gradually explore their own variations on technique, tempo, and the basic characteristics of
each setting. It is presented as part of the treatise’s seventh section, on the specific subject of band and
charanga music, charanga being defined in this context as a band grouping without reed or percussion
instruments.
Although this particular piece is described as a “pasodoble con un breve trio” (“a pasodoble with a brief trio”),
the basic melody can also be found beginning at measure 16 in Eslava’s cantata La Guerra de África (The War
of Africa), originally published in 1860 and already transcribed on this site. Originally a form of military quickmarch, pasodobles (lit. “double-step”) are a popular form of band music in Spain and parts of Latin America
played in military functions, bullfights, festivals, and as dance pieces.
Several of the instruments for which the original pasodoble was written, for example, some of the higherpitched sarrusophones and the contrabass saxhorns, are seldom used today. Piccolos likewise are now
mainly pitched in the key of C, instead of the original D-flat. For this piece, therefore, I have substituted
instruments as shown in the table below. Other choices are, of course, possible, at the discretion of the
bandmaster.

Instrument Shown in Original Score

Editor’s Substitution

Flautín (en re bemol)

Piccolo

Requinto (en la bemol)

Piccolo Clarinet

Requinto (en mi bemol)

Soprano Clarinet

Clarinetes (en si bemol)

B -flat Clarinet

Saxofón Contralto (en mi bemol)

Alto Saxophone

Sarrusofón Soprano (en si bemol)

Soprano Saxophone

Sarrusofón Bajo (en si bemol)

Baritone Saxophone

Sarrusofón Contrabajo (en mi bemol)

Contrabassoon

Fliscorno Soprano (en si bemol)

Flugelhorn

Fliscorno Contralto (en mi bemol)

Saxhorn

Cornetín de Pistones (en si bemol)

B-flat Cornet

Trompa de Pistones (en fa)

Horn in F

Clarín de Pistones (en fa)

B-flat Trumpet

Trombones

Trombones

Bombardinos

Euphonium

Bombardones y Helicones

Tuba

Redoblante y Tambor

Snare Drum & Tenor Drum

Bombo y Platillos

Bass Drum & Cymbals

In his book, Eslava goes into some depth explaining the specific characteristics of the instrument(s) he is
introducing, as well as techniques utilized within every example. Here, for brevity, I have only translated the
basic description of the piece and the corresponding postscript:
Initial Description:
“Condiciones. 1ª. Pasadoble con un breve trio; 2ª. El Pasadoble ha de ser un tutti general; y el trio escrito
para solos los elementos de charanga, sin instrumentos de caña ni de percusión.”
(“Features. 1st. Pasodoble with a short trio; 2nd. The Pasodoble must be set as a general tutti; and the
trio written for only the charanga elements, without reed or percussion instruments”)
Postscript:
“Note in the preceding piece: First, that although it is given the classification of “simple period [ed.
sample]”, as in earlier examples, this piece really features two examples: the first one, which is the
principal one, consisting of three phrases and the coda; and the second one, which is the trio added
for the practice of the elements of the charanga, containing a single phrase 16 measures long;
secondly, that in the first of those two phrases, the instruments that sing the melody are given the
character of forte, while the accompanying instruments are assigned mezzo-forte, and although this
is not of great importance, as it is well known that the melody part must always dominate the
harmonic part regardless of other indications, it is written thus here in order to make this point
more obvious, which is often not scrupulously followed in the printed score; third: that in the
second phrase, which begins in the twentieth measure and is the one that requires the greatest
strength and energy, the singing instruments are assigned the character ff, while the accompanying
ones are set as f. Note also that in this second phase, the bass drum and cymbals, which could have
been used in the former first part, have been reserved for this second one, in order to further
highlight it and that so it is played with the greatest possible energy and brilliance; fourth: that in
the third phrase, the effects of alternating mf and f are combined; and fifth: that in the fourth
phrase, which is the trio, although the dominant character is f, the effect of variety is achieved by
simply silencing the sharper instruments and the percussion.
The purpose of these indications is to call to the attention of the students the means that must be
used in order to avoid monotony, which is the most common defect in pieces of this genre that
require energy and brilliance by their own nature.
Caution: As bands and charangas not only play pieces composed for them, but also works arranged
from orchestral, voice, or piano compositions, it is necessary that the arranger carefully select the
key signature that is best suited for the band or charanga that is closest to the original signature.
So, for example, a piece written for orchestra in the key of D major, should be arranged for band in
the key of E-flat. One written originally in E-minor, should be arranged for band or charanga in Dminor or in F-minor, etc.”

